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Size: About 18 x 27” Rectangle

This easy technique of fusible appliqué makes a wall hanging quilt that features three quaint tea cups stacked one on top of the 
other with pretty little bouquets arranged in between.  A low volume, white print with just a tiny hint of color is infused with a 
bit of graphic, scrappy, “newspaper print” tucked in throughout the background, & an iridiscent silvery foil technique brings a bit 

of blingy interest; all of which is finished off with a sweetly scalloped edge at the base.


1. Cut background fabric; press and square it up to 18” x 24”. Cut the bottom border, 
3.5” wide x 18”; stitch to background with 1/4” seam. Press seam to one side. Tip: Use 
Mary Ellen’s Best Press starch when pressing to help stabilize the fabric when squaring up.


2. Using a black sharpie pen, trace the scallop pattern to Steam a Seam Lite 2. You will need 
to trace one scallop pattern, and half of the pattern for a second scallop. Place the paper 
pattern, face up, under the gridded side of fusible; the grid side should face towards you. 
Rough-cut the shape leaving about 1/4” border. Remove release paper backing and fuse 
webbing to the wrong side of the black fabric. Note: Shapes are reversible.


3. Using a black sharpie pen, trace each cup & top piece to Steam a Seam Lite 2: The 
cups have been reversed for you on the paper pattern. Place the paper pattern, face 
up, under the gridded side of fusible; the grid side should face towards you. Accurately 
trace each main cup shape. Mark each cup with numbers if desired.  Crowd shapes 
together onto the fusible, leaving space to cut apart; rough-cut each piece apart, 
leaving about 1/4” around the traced lines.


4. Pre-Fuse scallops, three cups & cup border piece to coordinating fabrics as chosen from 
the scraps of batiks and contrast pieces, and black/white fabric for scallop. Carefully remove 
backing paper {this is the non-grid side} from the fusible web. The glue side will remain 
attached on the traced side of the Steam A Seam. Fuse each piece to the coordinating fabric 
you’ve chosen. Pre-fuse using a hot DRY iron, press in an ‘up and down’ motion for about 4-5 
seconds. Use a teflon sheet if necessary to protect iron, surface, and fabric. TIP: If you’re using 
a directional text fabric, be sure that the writing/letters are going in the appropriate direction. 
FUSING TIPS: Do not overfuse {ironing too long} when setting fusible to fabric, as it will dry out the 
glue. It’s best to underfuse, as it can be re-ironed if the glue doesn’t transfer to fabric adequately. If 
the paper doesn’t “release” from the glue, just re-iron {remember no steam at this point} and fuse again 
for a few more seconds. Wait until the glue has cooled, and the paper usually peels back easier, too. 


5. Carefully cut out each fused fabric piece exactly on the lines of the fusible: cut each cup, 
cup border and scallops. Leave the paper backing intact until you’re ready to place them on 
the background.


6. Fuse all the floral fabrics; proceed to cut enough flowers for the bouquets from the 
15-20 floral fabrics. For EACH CUP you’ll need about 15-20 flowers in a scale of 3-4” for 
medium size, and 1-2” for smaller sizes; about 3 medium sized flowers per cup. Pre-Fuse flower 
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fabrics to Steam a Seam Lite 2, {see step 5}. Cut out flowers with a serrated edge scissors. 
Place the largest flower down first, and proceed to place next smallest flower, arranging, 
tucking under, overlapping and/or cutting in half as needed. Tiny scale flower scan be repeated 
more often around larger floral elements. Keep in mind different kinds of shapes add visual 
interest. Example: round, pointed, leaves, foilage, and black and whites too! Continue placing the 
rest of the decorative floral elements, leaves, etc. Refer to the pattern photo for placement 
ideas.  TIPS: If a flower doesn’t have a strong bold or black outside line, cutting a small edge, about 1/16” or 
even less, around the flower’s edge to help it stand out.  Cut creative lines as needed to enhance shape. 


7. Create the Collage. Place each cup appropriately onto the background, referring to the cover 
photo for placement. Reposition as necessary, leaving space in between each cup for the 
bouquet of flowers to be added later. Peel off the release paper, and lightly tap each cup into 
place, and then proceed with the scalloped pieces, placing them onto the seamed edge of the 
border, keeping the straight-edge aligned with the seamed edge.  Continue with the collage, 
adding each small bouquet of pre-fused flowers you’ve already cut, arranging them until you’re 
happy with the overall look of the collage.  


8. Fuse the “newspaper print” and “letter” fabrics to Steam a Seam. With backing paper still 
intact, and with a rotary cutter, cut the shapes randomly into geometric rectangles, triangles, 
squares.  Lift up outer cup edges, and place the newspaper print under slightly. Continue 
around the collage, referring to pattern photo. Place the letters  as desired, generally centered 
above the cups. Refer to pattern photo.


9. STEAM the collage to set flowers permanently when you are finished!  First, begin to melt 
the fusible glue with a hot DRY iron; pressing lightly in an up and down motion, from the front 
of the collage, using a teflon sheet to protect all surfaces. Use a hot dry iron. When flowers 
are set, turn collage to the back side, spritz with water—set iron to steam setting. Steam makes 
the fusible permanent!! A teflon sheet or other cotton pressing cloth will protect the iron, & 
collage from melted glue. VIP Note: Melted glue easily rubs off teflon sheets, but sticks permanently 
to cotton fabrics; & can easily transfer back to the iron or ironing surface, or the collage. Steam the 
collage three to four times; this will ensure glue is thoroughly dried out, helping to eliminate 
excessive glue build-up on needle when quilting.


10.Add foiling in order: first black, then iridiscent or silver foil colors to background as 
desired.  First, apply foiling glue around the cup edges, letting it dry til tacky and clear; 
about 20 minutes. Then, apply black foil; shiny side up! {follow manufacturer directions}. 
Burnish with your thumb, or the blunt end of the black sharpie pen cap to transfer foil color. 
Do one color at a time, proceeding as above; apply foiling glue to newspaper print edge as 
desired; then apply iridiscent colored foil; burnish and do the same with the black letters of “a 
cup of happy.” See thermoweb.com for tips, inspiration and helpful videos. TIPS:  Use your index 
finger to spread out the glue for a chunky, organic, or uneven line, or let it be more “rounded” as the glue comes 
out of the bottle for a more raised-affect kind of line!  Have fun with it!  Be sure to WAIT until the glue has 
dried CLEAR before attempting to apply glue!


http://thermoweb.com
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QUILTING:

—Edgestitch, free motion style, around the perimeter of each cup in either white thread, as you 
prefer, depending on the color of the background fabric chosen.

—Use black and/or white thread in a 40 weight cotton or polyester and a 50 weight cotton or 
polyester in the bobbin with a 90/14 needle.

—Small stipple pattern on each cup’s bouquet, and around the scallop edge in black thread.

—Free motion quilt the background in straight patterns, referring to pattern photo, or as desired—
or use a walking foot. 

— Avoid quilting in foiling areas.

— Tip: I use Superior Thread’s 90/14 topstitch needles because they perform beautifully, stay sharper five 
times longer and sharper than a regular needle.  Use a 40 wt thread with this size of needle. 

lines, about 1/4” —more or less— from the left to the right, and then from the top to the bottom. Start in 
the middle; use a walking foot, lengthening the straight stitch to 3.0 or 3.5” long.


For the Binding: Press and square up the quilt. Cut three straight-of-grain binding strips 2.25” x 
WOF, or enough yardage to go around the quilt as you’ve determined. Stitch strips together with 
a 1/4” seam, and press the entire length in half. Stitch right sides together using 1/4” seam, to 
the front of the quilt. Finish attaching binding to the back of the quilt by hand or machine. TIPS: 
After stitching, press the stitched binding seams from the backside, {to set the stitching}, and then turn the quit 
over to the front side, carefully pressing the entire binding seam away {forward} from the quilt body. Then, turn and 
fold, pressing the binding to the backside. Pressing in this manner helps encourage a “memory” of the binding fabric 
to wrap around the quilt layers. Once the binding is pressed, place a bit of fabric glue down, pressing press the 
binding over the top of it.  This keeps the binding in place so you can stitch in the ditch from the front of the quilt, 
without using pins!  Use a matching color of thread.


COPYRIGHT:  
*Please do not copy or share any part of this pattern. Feel free to sell products made with this pattern, but do not mass produce.  
*Please list designer attribution on products. *Patterns may not be reproduced, shared or distributed. 
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Supply List: 
— 1/2 yard background ‘low-volume’ print {white with subtle texture}

 — keep the print muted & small so as not to compete with cups or flower bouquets

— 1/8 yard ‘low volume’ coordinating print for bottom border

— Scrap of black/white writing fabric for scallop 

— 3 Fat Eighths for Cups; small print, soft patterned batiks {one for each cup}

 — purple batik, turquoise print and peach batik/polka dot fabrics

 — choose cup fabrics that will contrast & coordinate with each other against background fabric

— Scrap of contrast/coordinating fabric for top border on turquoise cup 

— 10-20 Scraps or Fat 8th’s floral Fabrics: 10-15 different fabrics 

 Tip: You’ll need 15-20 flowers in a variety of fabrics, size, shape, & scale for each cup bouquet

 Choose medium scale 3-4” {3 of these per cup} and the rest small scale, 1-2” in size.

— Fat 8th of gray/black/white “newspaper print” styled fabric; text or graphic print 

— Optional: A “letter” printed fabric in which you can cut letters that say “a cup of happy.”

— Optional: foiling glue and foil by iCraft Deco Foil in black, & iridescent or silver 

 — iCraft brand by Thermoweb for Deco Foil for foil and glue, available in craft stores or online

— 4-5 yards of LITE Steam-a-Seam 2 {18” wide is recommended} 

 — enough to fuse cups, scallop border edging, embellishment flowers, letters, & newspaper print.

— Sharp, serrated edge scissors {these grip paper backed shapes better for fast, accurate cutting}


 Tip: My favorite scissor is the Karen Kay Buckley brand; blue-handled medium size

— Teflon Pressing Sheet

— 1/2 yard backing fabric

— 1/4 yard binding fabric

— cotton batting {I love quilting with Dream Company’s “Dream Green” batting}

— Thread: quilting (*I prefer 40 weight cotton threads for quilting the top with a 50 wt thread for the bobbin 
in a color that matches the top thread).  

— 90/14 Topstitch needles 

 Tip: *I prefer Superior’s Topstitch Titanium coated needles for all my stitching needs!




MarveLesArtStudios.com for online shop, blog and website and teaching schedule

Etsy store: Marveles.etsy.com

Instagram:  Marveles

Facebook:  MarveLes Art Studios


A portion of all pattern sales supports WheelChairAngels.com

http://MarveLesArtStudios.com

